Now you can meet your safety obligations without
breaking the bank with Fenplay Softfall
5-YEAR GUARANTEE

5-YEAR GUARANTEE
CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES:

 Low cost safer surfacing system.
 Tested by the Rubber and Plastics Research Association in accordance with BSEN 1177:1998
criteria
 Environmentally friendly with tough hardwearing synthetic sand filled surface, green in colour
akin to natural grass (coloured elements can be included at additional cost)
 Chemically un-reactive and biologically inert. Lightweight shock pads.
 In most situations an engineered sub-base is not required unlike tiles or wetpour
 Minimum installation disturbance, minimum excavations, minimum waste disposal, minimum
maintenance and all year round installation.
 Modules to suit all critical fall height situations
 Continuous Surface not hollow section like some matting products
 User friendly, Kids love it!

Product
FP.10
FP.17
FP.35
FP.52

Tested Critical Fall Heights
Concrete Sub-base
Soil Sub-base
Up to 600mm
Up to 600mm
0.8m
1.7m
1.7m
2.5m
2.5m
3.00m +

Fenplay Softfall Maintenance Schedule
Match-winner™ a sophisticated needle punched carpet, specifically developed and manufactured
as a surfacing material for outdoor sport and children’s play. The material is designed to be filled
with a special sand, to hold the sand firmly in place; the 100% polypropylene pile has vertical,
horizontal and angular fibres. These fibres known by the acronym VHAF trap stabilise the sand
infill to provide maximum durability with minimum maintenance requirements.
Whether used on its own or as a wearing surface for our Fenplay Softfall impact attenuating
systems, Match-winner™ provides an attractive and long lasting alternative to other surfacing
systems but, to keep the surface in peak condition, some minor maintenance may be required
from time to time. Below is the schedule which, if followed, will ensure that your Match-winner™
surface last as long as intended under normal levels of activity.
The surfaces should be checked as part of a normal routine. It may be convenient to do this when
carrying out safety checks on equipment but in any case surfaces should be checked regularly for
signs of damage, accidental or other wise.
1 - Cleaning
The surfaces should be clear of debris, such as drink cans, bottles, etc., which could cause injuries
on any type of surface.
The surface will also benefit from light brushing using a hand held brush. This will help to redistribute the surface sand and also remove smaller pieces of debris, e.g. Cigarette ends, leaves,
stones, etc.
If heavy surface contamination is present contact our office for more detailed advice on removal
and permissible cleaning agents / methods.
2 - Maintenance
If the surface is to maintain its resistance to vandalism and premature wear, it is important to
ensure that the sand within the Match-winner carpet is maintained to within2mm of the surface
of the pile.
Generally, the surface should only require treatment with sand at yearly intervals (dependent on
intensity of the use). The sand of a special rounded, non-staining type which can be obtained
from ourselves.

If required we can apply the sand for you or if you wish to do the work yourself we can just
supply the sand. Builders sand or similar sands should not be used because of their abrasive
nature, which could damage the carpet pile.
The sand is best applied using a fairly soft brush to agitate the carpet fibres, so allowing the sand
to fill the areas where it is required.
Once the sand has been applied, it is best to give the whole surface a light brushing to distribute
the sand evenly over the whole area.
3 - Weed Growth
Should wind-blown seeds contaminate the surface or should there be weeds ingress from the
perimeters treatments can be carried out with a glyphosate-based herbicide such as Roundup or
Tumbleweed. Alternatively we can arrange for this work to be undertaken on your behalf by a
specialist contractor.
4 - Damage
Should the surface become damaged in any place please contact us as soon as possible with
details, as minor damage is very soon made worse by inquisitive hands if not put rightly quickly.
Should a fire have been lit on the surface, and then this would not normally burn through the
carpet (the carpet is protected by the sand contained within it), although scorching can occur.
Whilst this may deface the surface, it should not affect the performance. If however you require
this to be corrected, please contact our office for advice or assistance.

